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UNIT 1 
1. Illustrate the taxonomy of MAC protocols. 
2. (i) Summarize the issues in the Wireless MAC Protocols. (ii) Identify the situations under which protocols 

from one category would be preferable over the other categories.  
3. (i) What is Mobile Computing? Explain the characteristics of Mobile Computing. (ii) Explain the structure of 

Mobile Computing Application.  
4. (i)What are the principle responsibilities of the MAC Protocol? (ii) How does MAC protocol for wireless 

networks differ from those in wired network? 
UNIT 2  

1. (i) Explain the operation of mobile IP with the help of a suitable schematic diagram and by suitable 
examples. (ii) Explain the agent advertisement procedure of mobile IP. 

2. (i) Explain why the traditional IP cannot be used in a mobile network. (ii) What are the main differences 
between the traditional IP and the mobile IP? How does mobile IP support mobile hubs? 

3. (i) With the neat diagram explain the Architecture of TCP/IP. (ii) Explain the various improvements in TCP 
performance with diagram. 

4. (i) Why does congestion occur in a network? Explain how does TCP detect and handle congestion. (ii) 
Explain the working of freeze-TCP.  

UNIT 3 
1. Identify at least four similarities and four dissimilarities between a GSM network and UMTS network. 
2. (i) Describe GSM architecture and its services in detail. (ii) Explain GSM Authentication and Security.  
3. Briefly explain how the mobile cellular communication has evolved over different generations of 

technology. 
4. (i) Compare 1G and 2G cellular wireless communication technologies. (ii) What do you understand by 2.5G? 

How is it different from 2G and 3G technologies? 
 

UNIT 4 
1. (i) Describe at least three applications of mobile ad hoc networks.(ii) Discuss some routing attacks that are 

possible at the application layer of a MANET.  
2. (i) What do you mean by size and node density of MANET? Explain any two terms and discuss how these two 

parameters impact the design of a MANET. 
3. A major task of the designer of a wireless sensor network is prolonging the life of the network. Explain how 

this is achieved while designing a MANET 
4. (i) Draw and explain the architecture of VANET. (ii) Discuss the various security and attacks on VANET.  
5. (i) Briefly explain why traditional packet routing protocol for wired network cannot be used straightaway in a 

MANET. (ii) Discuss how the routing protocols for traditional wired network have been extended to work in a 
MANET.  

 
UNIT 5 

1. Compare the features provided by the following mobile operating system: Android, symbian and windows 
Phone7 

2. (i) What do you mean by B2B and B2C commerce? Give examples of M-Commerce for these two categories 
of Commerce. 

3. (i) What is Micropayment in M-commerce? How is micropayment achieved? What are the different ways 
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that m-payments can be settled? 

4. Why microkernel based design is being preferred for developing a mobile OS? Explain. 
5. (i) Explain the various applications of M-Commerce. (ii) Explain the mobile payment schemes and security 

issues.(4+4) 
All the Best for Exams 
Questions Are Expected for University Exams This May or may Not Be Asked for Exams 
Please do not Copy (or) Republish This Questions, Students if You Find the Same Questions in Other Sources, 
Kindly report us to rejinpaulteam@gmail.com 
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